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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of a fuzzy subspace of a vector space was introduced by
w xKatsaras and Liu in 3 . Since then many notions and results from the
 .theory of crisp ordinary vector spaces have been extended to the fuzzy
w xsubspaces. These results can be found in 1, 2, 5]7 . In this paper we study
linear maps of fuzzy vector spaces. We define the concept of a fuzzy
subspace of a space of fuzzy linear maps and investigate the properties of
this notion. The fuzzy basis of a fuzzy subspace of fuzzy linear maps for the
finite dimensional case is found. It is shown that the fuzzy subspace of
fuzzy linear maps is isomorphic to the fuzzy subspace of dual maps under
.natural conditions . An interesting property of the trace function is noted.
* Correspondence address: K. S. Abdukhalikov, Institute of Pure and Applied Mathemat-
ics, Pushkin Str. 125, Almaty 480021, Kazakhstan.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section some relevant definitions are reproduced. Throughout
the note we consider vector spaces over the same field F. By a n b we
mean the minimum of two real numbers a and b.
w xDEFINITION 2.1 8 . A fuzzy subset of the nonempty set S is a function
w xm : S ª 0, 1 .
w xDEFINITION 2.2 3 . A fuzzy subset m of a vector space E is a fuzzy
subspace of E if for any a, b g F and x, y g E the following condition
holds:
m ax q by G m x n m y . .  .  .
w xDEFINITION 2.3 5 . If m is a fuzzy subspace of the vector space E and
w x a   . 4 aa g 0, 1 then we define E s x g E ¬ m x G a . The subspaces E ,
a g Im m, are the level subspaces of m.
The following results are well known.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let m be a fuzzy subspace of a ¨ector space E. Then
 .  .   . 4i m 0 s sup m x ¬ x g E ;
 .  .  .  4ii m ax s m x for all a g F _ 0 and x g E;
 .  .  .  .  .  .iii if x, y g E and m x / m y then m x q y s m x n m y .
w xDEFINITION 2.5 5 . Let m be a fuzzy subspace of a vector space E. A
set of vectors B is fuzzy linearly independent if
 .i B is linearly independent;
 .  n . n  .ii m  a x s H m a xis1 i i is1 i i
for finitely many distinct elements x , x , . . . , x of B. A fuzzy basis for the1 2 n
fuzzy subspace m is a fuzzy linearly independent basis for E.
So, if a fuzzy subspace m has a fuzzy basis B, then the values of m on
the basic elements are enough to determine m completely. Indeed, if
x s n a x is a linear combination for x g E by elements of the fuzzyis1 i i
basis B and a / 0, theni
n n n
m x s m a x s m a x s m x . .  .  . H Hi i i i i /
is1 is1 is1
w xTHEOREM 2.6 1, 5 . Let m be a fuzzy subspace of a ¨ector space E. If the
 .dimension of E is finite or countable then m has a fuzzy basis. If the set m E
is upper well ordered then m has a fuzzy basis.
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w xDEFINITION 2.7. We say that two fuzzy subspaces m : E ª 0, 1 and1 1
w xm : E ª 0, 1 are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism w : E ª E2 2 1 2
 .   ..with the property m x s m w x for all x g E .1 2 1
Let E* denote the dual space of E that is, the vector space of all linear
.functionals from E to F . Let m be a fuzzy subspace of E.
w xDEFINITION 2.8 2 . The fuzzy subset m* of E* is defined by
1 y sup m x ¬ x g E, f x / 0 if f / 0, 4 .  .
m* f s .  1 y inf m x ¬ x g E if f s 0. 4 .
w xTHEOREM 2.9 2 . The fuzzy subset m* is a fuzzy subspace of E*.
 4If e ¬ j g J is a basis of a vector space E then the dual linearj
 j 4 i .functionals e ¬ j g J are defined by e e s d , where d is the Kro-j i j i j
w xnecker delta 4 .
w x  4THEOREM 2.10 2 . Let e ¬ j g J be a fuzzy basis of a fuzzy subspacej
w x  j.  .  j 4m: E ª 0, 1 . Then m* e s 1 y m e and the ¨ectors e ¬ j g J are fuzzyj
w xlinearly independent in the fuzzy subspace m*: E* ª 0, 1 .
w xDEFINITION 2.11 2 . Let E and L be vector spaces over the same field
w x w xF, and let m: E ª 0, 1 , l: L ª 0, 1 be fuzzy subspaces. The linear map
w : E ª L is fuzzy linear from the fuzzy subspace m to fuzzy subspace l if
  ..  .l w x G m x for all x g E. The space of fuzzy linear maps from m to l
 .is denoted by FHom m, l .
w x  .  .PROPOSITION 2.12 2 . If l 0 G m 0 then the set of all linear maps from
m to l is a ¨ector space.
 .  .  .  .EXAMPLE 2.13. If m 0 F inf l L then FHom m, l s Hom E, L .
  4.   4.  .  .EXAMPLE 2.14. If inf m E _ 0 ) sup l L _ 0 , l 0 G m 0 then
 .  4FHom m, l s 0 .
If w : E ª L is a linear map of vector spaces, then there exists a unique
linear map w9: L* ª E* satisfying
w9 g x s g w x .  .  . .  .
w xfor all g g L*, x g E. The map w9 is called dual for w ; see 4 .
w x  .  .THEOREM 2.15 2 . If the linear map w g FHom m, l and inf l L G
 .  .inf m E then w9 g FHom l*, m* .
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w x w x w xTHEOREM 2.16 2 . If m: E ª 0, 1 and l: L ª 0, 1 are fuzzy sub-
 .   4.   4.spaces, dim E - `, dim L - `, l 0 s sup l L _ 0 G sup m E _ 0 s
 .  .  .m 0 , inf l L G inf m E then the map w ¬ w9 is an isomorphism of linear
 .  .space FHom m, l onto FHom l*, m* .
3. THE FUZZY SUBSPACE OF A SPACE OF FUZZY
LINEAR MAPS
 .In this section we define the function n from FHom m, l into unit
w x w x w xinterval 0, 1 , where m: E ª 0, 1 and l: E ª 0, 1 are fuzzy subspaces of
vector spaces E and L, respectively, such that n determines the fuzzy
 .subspace of FHom m, l .
 .DEFINITION 3.1. The fuzzy subset n of FHom m, l is defined by
inf l w x y m x x g E, w x / 0 if w / 0 4 .  .  . .
n w s .  sup l w x y m x x g E if w s 0. 4 .  . .
 .So, if w / 0 then n w is a greatest real number a such that for every
  ..  .  .vector x from E we have either l w x y m x G a or w x s 0.
 .  .   . 4COROLLARY 3.2. n 0 s l 0 y inf m x ¬ x g E .
Proof. Indeed,
n 0 s sup l 0 y m x x g E s l 0 y inf m x x g E . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .
 .THEOREM 3.3. The fuzzy subset n is a fuzzy subspace of FHom m, l .
 .  . Proof. Let n w s a , n c s b , w q c / 0. We have to prove n w q
.  . .c G a n b , that is, for every x g E it is realized either w q c x s 0
 . ..  .or l w q c x y m x G a n b.
 . .  .  .If w q c x / 0, w x / 0, c x / 0 then by definition
l w x y m x G a , .  . .
l c x y m x G b . .  . .
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Therefore
l w q c x y m x s l w x q c x y m x .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
G l w x n l c x y m x .  .  . .  .
s l w x y m x n l c x y m x .  .  .  . .  . .  .
G a n b .
 . .  .  .If w q c x / 0, w x s 0, c x / 0 then
l w q c x y m x s l c x y m x G b G a n b . .  .  .  .  . .  .
 . .  .  .By a similar argument, if w q c x / 0, w x / 0, c x s 0 then we
 . ..  .have l w q c x y m x G a n b.
 .Consider a particular case dim L s 1, l y s 1 for every y g L. Then
 .  .  4FHom m, l s Hom E, L . Let f be a basis of L. For every w g
 .  .  .FHom m, l we have w x s g x f , where g is a linear functional fromw w
E to field F. Furthermore, if w / 0 then
n w s inf l w x y m x x g E, w x / 0 4 .  .  .  . .
s inf 1 y m x x g E, g x / 0 .  . 5w
s 1 y sup m x x g E, g x / 0 .  . 5w
s m* g . .w
Finally,
n 0 s l 0 y inf m x x g E 4 .  .  .
s 1 y inf m x x g E 4 .
s m* 0 . .
Therefore, our definition of n is adjusted with Definition 2.8 of m*.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let m and l be fuzzy subspaces of E and L, respec-
  4.  4   4.ti¨ ely, m E _ 0 s a , a , . . . , a , a ) a ) ??? ) a , l L _ 0 s1 2 n 1 2 n
 4  .  .b , b , . . . , b , b ) b ) ??? ) b , l 0 s b . Let FHom m, l / B.1 2 m 1 2 m 0
Then
 4Im n s b y a b G a , 1 F i F m , 1 F j F n j b y a . 4i j i j 0 n
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Proof. It is easy to see that
 4Im n ; b y a b G a , 1 F i F m , 1 F j F n j b y a . 4i j i j 0 n
< < < <We prove the inverse inclusion. Since Im m - ` and Im l - `, by
 4Theorem 2.6 the fuzzy subspaces m and l have fuzzy bases e andp pg P
 4f , respectively. For the fixed a and b , where b G a , chooseq q g Q j i i j
 .  .vectors e and f with property m e s a and l f s b . Consider thep q p j q ij i j i
 .  .linear map w : E ª L defined by w e s f and w e s 0 for p / p .p q p jj i
 .Clearly w g FHom m, l . We have
n w s inf l w x y m x x g E, w x / 0 4 .  .  .  . .
s inf l w x e y m x e A ; P , p p p p /  /  /
pgA pgA
< <A - `, w x e / 0 p p / 5
pgA
< <s inf l x f y m x e A ; P , A - `, x / 0, p g A . . Hp q p p p jj i j 5
pgA
s l f y m e . .q pi j
s b y a .i j
Further
n 0 s l 0 y inf m x x g E s b y a . 4 .  .  . 0 n
Now we consider fuzzy linear maps of fuzzy vector subspaces having a
fuzzy basis.
 4THEOREM 3.5. Let e ¬ j g J be a fuzzy basis of a fuzzy subspacej
w x  4m: E ª 0, 1 and f ¬ i g I be a fuzzy basis of a fuzzy subspace l: E ªi
w x  .  .   .  .  .0, 1 , l 0 G m 0 . Then the linear maps w ¬ w e s d f , l f G m e , ii j i j k jk i i j
4g I, j g J are fuzzy linear maps and are fuzzy linearly independent in the
 .  .  .  .fuzzy subspace FHom m, l . Furthermore, n w s l f y m e for thesei j i j
maps.
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< <  .Proof. Let x s  x e , K - `, x / 0 for every k g K and l fk g K k k k i
 .G m e . If j g K thenj
l w x s l w x e s l x f s l f G m e .  .  . . .  . /i j i j k k j i i j
G m x e s m x . .  .H k k
kgK
 .Consequently w g FHom m, l . Further we havei j
n w s inf l w x y m x ¬ x g E, w x / 0 .  .  .  . 4 .i j i j i j
< <s inf l w x e y m x e K - `, i j k k k k /  /  /
kgK kgK
K 2 j, ;k g K x / 0k 5
< <s inf l x f y m x e K - `,K 2 j, ;k g K x / 0 . . Hj i k k k 5
kgK
< <s inf l f y m e K - `, K 2 j, ;k g K x / 0 .  .Hi k k 5
kgK
s l f y m e . .  .i j
 . < <Finally, let w s  a w / 0, a / 0 for all i, j g S, S - `. Then i, j.g S i j i j i j
n w s n a w .  i j i j /
 .i , j gS
s inf l a w x y m x x g E, a w x / 0 .  .  . . i j i j i j i j / 5
 .  .i , j gS i , j gS
s inf l a w x y m x x s x e g E, .  . i j i j k k /
 . kgKi , j gS
a w x / 0 . i j i j 5
 .i , j gS
s inf l a x f y m x e x e g E, . H i j j i k k k k /
 . kgK kgKi , j gS
a x f / 0 . i j j i 5
 .i , j gS
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Set
T s inf l a x f y m x e x e g E, . H i j j i k k k k /
 . kgK kgKi , j gS
a x f / 0 . i j j i 5
 .i , j gS
Now we shall prove that
T s l f y m e . 1 .  .  . .H i j
 .i , j gS
Indeed,
T G l f y m e , .  . .H i j
 .i , j gS
 .since values of the expression l  a x f lie in the set i, j.g S i j j i
l f i g I such that ' j: i , j g S .  . 4i
 .and values of the expression H m x e lie in the setk g K k k
m e j g J such that ' i : i , j g S .  . 5j
provided  a x f / 0. On the other hand, let i, j.g S i j j i
l f y m e s l f y m e .  .  . . .H i j i j0 0
 .i , j gS
 .for some i , j g S. We choose vector x setting x s 1 and x s 0 for0 0 j k0
all k / j . Then we have0
a x f s a x f s a f / 0,  i j j i i j j i i j i0 0 0
 .  .  .i , j gS i , j gS i , j gS0 0
l a x f s l a f s l f , .  Hi j j i i j i i0 /  /
 .  .  .i , j gS i , j gS i , j gS0 0
m x e s m e . .  .H k k j0
kgK
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Therefore,
T F l f y m e F l f y m e . .  .  . . .H i j i j0 0 0
 .i , j gS0
 .We have proved equality 1 .
 .Consequently by equality 1
n w s l f y m e s n w . .  .  .  . .H Hi j i j
 .  .i , j gS i , j gS
 .Now we consider the subspace of fuzzy linear operators FHom m, m .
w xPROPOSITION 3.6. Let m: E ª 0, 1 be a fuzzy subspace of E. The
following statements hold:
 .  .  .a identity operator id belongs to FHom m, m and n id s 0;
 . y1  .  .b if w is in¨ertible and w, w g FHom m, m then n w s 0;
 .  .  .  .  .c if w, c g FHom m, m and wc / 0 then n wc G n w q n c ;
 .  .  .d if w g FHom m, m and n w ) 0 then w is a nilpotent operator.
 .Proof. a This is obvious.
 .   ..  .  y1  ..   ..   ..b We have m w x G m x s m w w x G m w x and m w x
 .  .s m x for every x g E. Hence n w s 0.
 .   ..c By Definition 3.1 for every x g E we have either m w x y
 .  .  .   ..m x G n w or w x s 0 and for every y g E we have either m c y y
 .  .  .  .  .m y G n c or c y s 0. Therefore if wc x / 0 then c x / 0 and
m wc x y m x s m w c x y m c x q m c x y m x .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  . .
G n w q n c . .  .
 . n  n.  .d If w / 0 for every positive integer n then n w G nn w
 .  .according to c . But for n w ) 0 there exists a number n such that
 .nn w ) 1. This contradiction completes the proof.
4. FUZZY LINEAR MAPS OF FINITE DIMENSIONAL
SPACES
Throughout this section we will assume that E and L are finite
w x w xdimensional vector spaces and m: E ª 0, 1 , l: E ª 0, 1 are fuzzy sub-
 4  4spaces with fuzzy bases e , . . . , e and f , . . . , f , respectively. Then dual1 n 1 m
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 1 n4  1 m4functionals e , . . . , e and f , . . . , f form fuzzy bases of fuzzy sub-
w x w x  w x.  .spaces m*: E* ª 0, 1 and l*: L* ª 0, 1 see 2 . If w g Hom E, L
 .then the dual map w9 g Hom L*, E* defined by
w9 g x s g w x .  .  . .
for every g g L*, x g E. We have
wX f t e s f t w e s f t d f s d d . .  . .  . .i j s i j s js i i t js
Hence
wX f t s d e j. .i j i t
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let l 0 G m 0 . Then the following statements are true:
 .   .  .4a the set of ¨ectors B s w ¬ l f G m e is a fuzzy basis of thei j i j
 . w xfuzzy subspace n : FHom m, l ª 0, 1 ;
 .  .  .  X 4b if inf l L G inf m E then the set of ¨ectors B9 s w ¬ w g Bi j i j
 . w xis a fuzzy basis of n 9: FHom l*, m* ª 0, 1 ;
 .  .  .  .  X .c if inf l L G inf m E then n w s n 9 w for all w g B;i j i j i j
 .  .  .   4.  .   4.d if inf l L G inf m E and sup l L _ 0 s l 0 , sup m E _ 0
 .s m 0 then the map w ¬ w9 determines the isomorphism form the fuzzy
 .  .subspace FHom m, l onto FHom l*, m* .
 .Proof. a By Theorem 3.5 it remains for us to show that the set of
  .  .4vectors B s w ¬ l f G m e form a basis for the linear subspacei j i j
 .  .FHom m, l . Indeed, if w s  a w g FHom m, l and a / 0 theni j i j s t
l f s l a f G l a f s l a f .  .  .H s st s i t i i t i /
i i
s l a w e s l w e G m e . .  .  . . i j i j t t t /
ij
 .Hence w g B. Since every vector from B belongs to FHom m, l , west
 .have that B is a basis for FHom m, l .
 .  .b Since n 9 is a fuzzy subspace of FHom l*, m* , our statement
 .  .follows from Theorem 2.15 and applying a to FHom l*, m* .
 .  .c Since n 9 is a fuzzy subspace of FHom l*, m* , by Theorem 3.5 we
have
n 9 wX s m* e j y l* f i s 1 y m e y 1 y l f .  .  .  . . .  .i j j i
s l f y m e s n w . .  .  .i j i j
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 .d According to Theorem 2.16 the map w ¬ w9 determines the
 .  .isomorphism from the linear subspace FHom m, l onto FHom l*, m* ;
 .  .therefore we have to only prove that n w s n 9 w9 for all w g
 .FHom m, l . Indeed, for w s  a w / 0, where elements w are takeni j i j i j
from B, we have
Xn w s n w a / 0 s n 9 w a / 0 .  .  . 5  5H Hi j i j i j i j
s n 9 a wX s n 9 w9 . . . i j i j
Further,
n 9 0 s m* 0 y inf l* L* .  .  .
s 1 y inf m E . .
yinf 1 y sup l y y g L, g y / 0 g g L*, g / 0 4 .  . 4
s 1 y inf m E y 1 y sup sup l y y g L, g y / 0 4 .  .  . .  /
g/0
s 1 y inf m E y 1 y sup l y y / 0 4 .  . .  .
 4s sup l L _ 0 y inf m E . .
s l 0 y inf m E .  .
s n 0 . .
 .  .  .  .  .Now we assume m e G m e G ??? G m e , l f G l f G ??? G1 2 n 1 2
 .  .l f . If w s  a w then the matrix A s a of the fuzzy linear map wn i j i j w i j
  .  .is a step-matrix. In particular, in the case w g FHom m, m , m e )1
 .  .  . .m e ) ??? ) m e , the matrix A s a is an upper triangular matrix.2 n w i j
Since
l f y m e F l f y m e for k F i , .  .  .  .i j k j
l f y m e F l f y m e for s G j, .  .  .  .i j i s
we have
n w s inf l f y m e i , j such that a s 0 ;k ) i .  .  .  . i j i j
and a s 0 ;s - j ,4i j
where w s  a w / 0.i j i j
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Finally, we prove an interesting property of the trace function of the
 . noperator w g FHom m, m . If w s  a w then Tr w s  a and Tr isi j i j is1 i i
 .a linear functional form Hom E, E into the field F, that is, Tr g
  ..  .Hom E, E *. Hence we can consider n* Tr .
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. n* Tr s 1.
Proof. By Definition 2.8 one has
n* Tr s 1 y sup n w w g FHom m , m , Tr w / 0 4 .  .  .  .
s 1 y sup n a w a w g FHom m , m , a / 0 . .   5i j i j i j i j i i
s 1 y sup n a w a w g FHom m , m , a / 0 .  .H   5i j i j i j i j i i
s 1,
 .since n w s 0.i i
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